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The origin and evolution of sex, and the associated role of recombination,
present a major problem in biology. Sex typically involves recombination of closely related DNA or RNA sequences, which is fundamentally a random process
that creates but also breaks up beneficial allele combinations. Directed evolution
experiments, which combine in vitro mutation and recombination protocols
with in vitro or in vivo selection, have proved to be an effective approach for
improving functionality of nucleic acids and enzymes. As this approach
allows extreme control over evolutionary conditions and parameters, it also
facilitates the detection of small or position-specific recombination benefits
and benefits associated with recombination between highly divergent genotypes. Yet, in vitro approaches have been largely exploratory and motivated
by obtaining improved end products rather than testing hypotheses of recombination benefits. Here, we review the various experimental systems and
approaches used by in vitro studies of recombination, discuss what they say
about the evolutionary role of recombination, and sketch their potential for
addressing extant questions about the evolutionary role of sex and recombination, in particular on complex fitness landscapes. We also review recent insights
into the role of ‘extracellular recombination’ during the origin of life.
This article is part of the themed issue ‘Weird sex: the underappreciated
diversity of sexual reproduction’.

1. Introduction
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The question why sex is widespread in nature has no simple answer, even after
more than a century of investigation [1–3]. Sex typically involves recombination
of closely related DNA or RNA sequences, which is fundamentally a random process that may create novel beneficial allele combinations, but may also break up
existing favourable combinations. At present, at least two issues are not well understood. First, for random recombination to have a short-term adaptive benefit,
theory requires weak or no epistasis among alleles [4]. Yet, evidence accumulates
that epistasis may be strong and even affect the sign of the fitness effects of alleles,
changing deleterious into beneficial alleles and vice versa, depending on the genetic
background [5,6]. Such strong interactions among mutations cause fitness landscapes to be complex (figure 1). Despite lack of theory about the effect of
recombination on complex fitness landscapes, a few recent studies predict primarily negative effects and the dependence of occasional benefits on landscape
topography [7–10]. In light of the reports of recombination benefits [11–13],
does this mean that theoretical work has explored the wrong conditions or has
the empirical work yielded a biased view of the topography of fitness landscapes?
As we still know little about the topographies of actual fitness landscapes, the
problem of sex and recombination is largely an empirical problem.
Second, almost all theory on the evolution of sex and recombination is about
short-term effects on adaptation, whereas a higher longer-term evolvability of
sexual relative to asexual lineages may also be important [1]. However, as is
true for the topography of real fitness landscapes, long-term benefits of recombination are typically outside the realm of empirical investigation. In this regard, the
approach of laboratory-directed evolution presents a possible solution, because it
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Figure 1. Fitness landscapes: (a) smooth single peak and (b) rugged multipeak fitness landscape. Zones of higher elevation are highlighted by heat
map colouration and represent genotypes with higher fitness.
allows for extreme control over the parameters and conditions
and a substantial acceleration of evolutionary rates [14].
Directed evolution experiments, which combine in vitro
mutation and recombination protocols with in vitro or in vivo
selection, are an effective approach for improving or altering
the functionality of biomacromolecules, from nucleic acids to
enzymes. During a directed evolution experiment, evolutionary conditions and parameters are under extreme control of
the experimentalist. For example, mutation rates for the
target gene can be used that would be far beyond what a
living organism could tolerate. Therefore, this approach
allows the identification of possible small benefits associated with recombination, which are revealed only over long
evolutionary periods.
In this review, we summarize efforts in directed evolution
of biomacromolecules using in vitro recombination, often for
practical applications. We include only those experiments in
which the genetic material has been evolved in test tubes outside the biological context, although often selection happened
in living cells (in vivo). We thus exclude all work on in vivo
recombination, often in microbial evolution experiments,
which is extensively reviewed elsewhere [1]. We also exclude
work in computer science on the effect of recombination,
where it is studied in the context of evolutionary computation
algorithms [15,16]. Finally, we propose that directed evolution
experiments provide a highly suited, yet underexplored,
approach to test for the evolutionary role of recombination
across timescales and conditions while considering the role of
the topography of the fitness landscape.

2. Sequence space and fitness landscape
John Maynard Smith [17] described protein evolution as a walk
from one functional protein to another in the space of possible
sequences, leading to the concept of sequence space. For each
sequence a ‘fitness’ value can be assigned, reflecting the ability
of the ‘owner’ of the sequence to reproduce and persist in
a given environment (organismal fitness). In the case of a
single biomacromolecule, the concept has been extended to
the level of activity or stability (molecular [18] or protein fitness
[19,20]). Thus, the evolution of a biomacromolecule can be
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represented as an exploratory walk in this high-dimensional
fitness landscape, in which regions of higher elevation
represent adaptive phenotypes (figure 1).
In natural evolution, organisms explore the fitness landscape by generating genetic diversity. This diversity is the
raw material upon which natural selection operates via the consequences it has for reproduction and survival, and can be
distinguished in two main categories (figure 2a): single point
mutations and recombination (depending on the mechanism,
insertions and deletions may be part of both categories).
Point mutations are changes in the identities of single positions
in the nucleotide sequence that are ‘vertically’ passed to the
next generation after replication. By contrast, recombination
is the ‘horizontal’ exchange of genetic information between
two or more genotypes in the same generation. Recombination
may either be homologous, causing the reciprocal swapping of
contiguous nucleotide sequences, or non-homologous, leading
to sequences that are different in length from that of the parents
(figure 2b). Depending on the number and position of the
crossovers, homologous recombination can be symmetric,
asymmetric or with multiple crossovers (figure 2b). These
different mechanisms of generating genetic variation will
affect the way in which the fitness landscape is explored
(figure 2c). For instance, recombination, particularly nonhomologous recombination, may cause populations to take
larger ‘jumps’ than point mutations. The question about the
benefit of recombination then boils down to which variationgenerating mechanism, mutation or recombination, more
effectively explores the adaptive landscape and converges on
genotypes of high fitness (figure 2c).
According to population genetic theory, recombination
only provides a short-term adaptive benefit when alleles with
similar effect on fitness (beneficial or deleterious) present at
different loci, are in negative linkage disequilibrium [2,21].
This means that these alleles should be present together in the
same genotype less often than expected by chance. If so, the
net result of random recombination is to increase the frequency
of genotypes with multiple high fitness (and genotypes with
multiple low-fitness alleles), increasing the genetic variation
in fitness and allowing a faster response to natural selection.
In populations adapting to a novel environment, this would
mean faster adaptation (known as the Fisher–Muller effect)
[22,23]; in populations experiencing mainly deleterious
mutations, recombination should counter the accumulation of
deleterious mutations (Muller’s ratchet [24] or deterministic
mutation hypothesis [25]).
Two mechanisms are thought to cause negative linkage disequilibrium—the prerequisite for a short-term recombination
benefit: (i) weak negative epistasis among fitness-affecting
alleles, and (ii) genetic drift and selection in the absence of
epistasis [2,26]. Significant experimental effort has been
devoted to finding weak negative epistasis, particularly
among deleterious mutations, but without prevailing support
[1,27]. Instead, there is growing support for the prevalence of
much stronger epistasis affecting the sign of the fitness effects
of alleles [5,6]. We have, therefore, reasons to believe that real
fitness landscapes may be rugged, and contain multiple
peaks and valleys [28].
Yet, little or no theory exists on the effect of recombination
across timescales on fitness landscape with a rugged topography. Theoretical work has been limited to simple models and
low-dimensional fitness landscapes [9]. These studies found
opposite results for the short and longer-term effects of
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Figure 2. Genotype space and fitness landscape exploration: (a) schematic representation of the sequence space exploration during the evolution of a gene by
mutation alone (asexual) and mutation and recombination (sexual). In (b) different kinds of recombination are depicted: homologous and non-homologous. Homologous recombination can be symmetric, asymmetric and with multiple crossovers. (c) The correspondent modes of exploration (black solid arrows for asexual and
red dashed arrows for sexual mode) of a hypothetical rugged fitness landscape with local fitness peaks (e.g. B, C, D, E and F) and global peak G. The asexual uphill
climbing of the global peak G by sequential mutations is represented by the transitions along the genotypes a, b, c and d (black solid arrows). In comparison,
recombination between the two local peak genotypes E and F (shown by red dashed arrows) might speed up the ascent of the global peak G. Two additional
contrasting scenarios for the short-term effects of recombination are shown, where low-fitness genotypes A or C adapt via two sequential mutations (indicated by
solid black arrows) into higher-fitness genotypes B and D, respectively, and recombination (indicated by dashed red arrows) may or may not accelerate the
generation of the double mutant.
recombination: positive short-term effects of recombination
have been found associated with the ascent of a local fitness
peak (figure 2c), which may be accounted for by existing
theory [9]. However, negative long-term effects have been
found during the escape phase when populations are trapped
on local fitness peaks and further adaptation requires the
escape from the local and ascent of a higher peak [9]
(figure 2c). Thus, much about the effects of recombination on
rugged fitness landscapes remains unexplored. For instance,
recombination benefits may exist even when sign epistasis prevails, provided that sign epistasis occurs mostly between
genetically linked loci, i.e. in genomic modules such as genes,
and is weak between modules [29,30]. Interestingly, recombination itself is predicted to affect the epistatic architecture of the
genome [31], perhaps even in ways that may have assisted its
own evolution. Finally, long-term recombination benefits
may arise also on rugged fitness landscapes when environmental conditions change sufficiently rapidly or populations
are polymorphic and occupy multiple local peaks [8,32].
In light of these developments, a better understanding of the
role of recombination on complex fitness landscapes is imperative. However, empirical studies of the role of the fitness
landscape in cases of observed recombination effects are challenging, due to our limited ability to manipulate and observe small
recombination benefits and obtain information about the topography of relevant parts of the fitness landscape. We propose that

the use of in vitro recombination protocols in the directed evolution of biomacromolecules, provides a powerful alternative to
the conventional use of microbes in experimental evolution [1].

3. Laboratory-directed evolution
Laboratory directed evolution is not much different from the
breeding technique of artificial selection in agriculture and
food production that mankind has carried out for millennia,
and that helped Darwin in deciphering the mechanism of evolution and origin of species ‘by Means of Natural Selection . . . ’.
Indeed, Darwinian evolution involves the concerted operation
of three processes that may also occur at the level of informational biomacromolecules: amplification, mutation and selection,
where the phenotype under selection may be a property of the
biomacromolecule itself or—more conventionally—of the
organism expressing it (figure 3a). By repeated mutation, selection and amplification, directed evolution mimics Darwinian
evolution in a test tube on a much shorter timescale. For this
reason, directed evolution has been also termed ‘evolutionary
protein engineering’ and has been successfully used to create
‘artificial’ biomacromolecules (i.e. DNAs, RNAs and proteins)
with novel or altered functions.
In a typical directed evolution experiment, diverse alleles
encoding a macromolecule of interest are generated in vitro,
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Figure 3. Laboratory directed evolution and in vitro diversity generation. (a) Schematic representation of the laboratory directed evolution method of biomacromolecules:
proteins, DNAs and RNAs. Iterative cycles of generation of variation, selection/screening and amplification mimic Darwinian evolution in vitro. Genetic diversity is
generated as follows: (b) mutagenic PCR or error-prone PCR (epPCR) introduces single or multiple mutations after replication of the target genetic material, whereas
(c) DNA shuffling generates recombinant variants of the parental gene by fragmentation and primerless PCR followed by full-length reassembly of the gene.
either with mutagenesis or by a combination of mutagenesis
and recombination, and appropriate screening or selection
methods are used to identify mutants that possess particular
properties (figure 3a). Selected properties include the ability
to bind to a specific target, the ability to catalyse a desired
chemical reaction, or increased stability in specific conditions [33]. Methods for generating diversity and advances in
selection and screening methods for enzymes have been extensively reviewed elsewhere [34]. Diversity generation strategies
in directed evolution are inspired by similar mechanisms
occurring in nature: (i) random or targeted mutagenesis (the
random or site-directed replacement of single residues;
figure 3b), and (ii) recombination (gene sequences are mixed
in a random or site-directed manner; figure 3c).
Mutations are generally introduced by error-prone PCR
(epPCR) or other mutagenesis protocols to introduce point
mutations. As its name suggests, epPCR copies the parent
genes while introducing mutations as errors, mimicking naturally occurring, imperfect, DNA replication. During this
process, iterative rounds of random mutagenesis via epPCR
are performed and the best sequences are identified at each
round of evolution and used as a template for additional mutagenesis (figure 3a). It is important to mention that in the
biological context the mutation rate is often much lower than
that used in laboratory-directed evolution experiments,
where it can be fine-tuned and modulated by the experimenter,
and generally allows for a much faster evolutionary response.
Iterative rounds of random mutagenesis and selection have
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been the most frequently used method in directed evolution
experiments. When mutation rates are not too high, this process mimics the ‘step by step’ exploration of the fitness
landscape where asexual populations move ‘uphill’ towards
a fitness peak (figure 2c).

4. In vitro sexual evolution
In 1994, Pim Stemmer introduced in vitro recombination of
DNA sequences in the form of ‘DNA shuffling’ for the directed
evolution of proteins [35]. Inspired by the theoretical advantage of sex in natural populations and in artificial breeding,
he intentionally introduced a sexual mechanism in the evolutionary design strategy (unintentional recombination can
take place by template switching during PCR [36]). For this
reason, the method is also known as ‘sexual PCR’ or ‘molecular
breeding’. Ever since, the Stemmer method has been the most
used in vitro recombination protocol in directed evolution of
proteins. It involves generally the following steps (figure 3c):
(i) selection of the parental sequences, (ii) fragmentation of
the parental sequences by enzymatic digestion, (iii) reassembly
of the fragments by PCR cycles, and (iv) amplification by PCR
of the full-length reassembled sequences.
In the past 20 years, a broad array of recombination
methods have been reported (extensively reviewed in [34,37]),
such as family shuffling [38], staggered extension PCR (StEP)
[39] and RACHITT (random chimeragenesis on transient
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Although asexual directed evolution is simple to execute, it has
the significant drawback of discarding numerous beneficial
mutations at each round of evolution. Hence, these useful variants must be rediscovered in future generations in order to
become incorporated. On the other hand, sex and recombination offer the possibility to save those beneficial mutations
and introduce them on successful sequences. The assortment
of mutations to produce beneficial combinations is a crucial
component of biological evolution and some of the benefits
can be captured in the test tube. By recombining parental
genes to produce libraries of sequences containing different
combinations of mutations, genetic engineers may efficiently
separate beneficial from deleterious mutations, and allow a
faster response to selection—although such a net benefit
depends on the existing distribution of these mutations
across genotypes, called linkage disequilibrium (see §2).
Moreover, in a final step of directed evolution the use of backcross DNA shuffling, a method that crosses the mutant of

6. Recombination in nucleic acid evolution
In vitro recombination has most often been applied for the
directed evolution of proteins, but its potential utility for
the in vitro evolution of nucleic acids has been recently
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5. Comparison of in vitro asexual and sexual
evolution

interest with a parent, allows one to remove non-contributing
mutations [45,46].
Table 1 represents a comprehensive list of directed evolution experiments where in vitro recombination methods
have been compared to a certain extent with asexual ones
and benefits of recombination have been experimentally identified. In his early work, Stemmer compared three mutagenesis
strategies (regular PCR, epPCR and DNA shuffling) for the
directed evolution of a phage display antibody library [48].
DNA shuffling showed a larger improvement compared with
the other two methods. However, the original protocol for
DNA shuffling was also mutagenic, and thus the observed
advantages may have come from the additional mutations
introduced during in vitro recombination. The same group
later used DNA ‘family’ shuffling to recombine four cephalosporinases that showed between 18 and 42% divergence at
the DNA level. The experiment yielded a chimeric cephalosporinase with a 270-fold increase in resistance to the cephalosporin
moxalactam, when compared with the parental sequences. By
comparison, the highest improvement achieved via single
sequence DNA shuffling (i.e. effectively through mutagenesis
and selection only) was only eightfold [38].
Matsumura and co-workers [49] reported a more direct
comparison of sexual and asexual in vitro evolution. The
group employed the same model system (a b-glucuronidase)
in order to test the efficiencies of different directed evolution
techniques: recursive random mutagenesis, DNA shuffling
and combinatorial cassette mutagenesis (which is a highfrequency recombination method) (sexual). Their results
showed that recursive random mutagenesis produced asexual
populations, where beneficial mutations drove each other
extinct via clonal interference, while DNA shuffling and
combinatorial cassette mutagenesis led to the accumulation
of beneficial mutations within a single allele. These results
therefore support a clear benefit of in vitro recombination [49].
Another example where effective purging of deleterious
mutations was observed is the directed evolution of ampicillinresistant activity from a functionally unrelated DNA fragment
[50]. Analysis of the evolutionary intermediates shows that
negative mutations were effectively removed, while beneficial
mutations accumulated. Using repeated rounds of lowfrequency mutations (two error-prone PCRs followed by DNA
shuffling) with repeated selection, Melzer et al. [54] changed
the pH activity range and product specificity of the cyclodextrin
glucanotransferase (from Bacillus sp.). Variants of the enzyme
with increased activity in comparison with the wild-type
enzyme were identified. Using high mutagenesis, only nonfunctional variants were obtained. Arnold and co-workers [55]
showed that, among b-lactamase variants containing the same
number of amino acid substitutions, variants created by recombination retain their original function (ability to confer resistance
to ampicillin) with a higher probability than those generated
by random mutagenesis. These results directly demonstrated
that recombination of structurally related proteins preserves
function with a higher probability than does random mutation
introducing comparable genetic changes [55].

rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org

templates) [40]. Those methods were developed with the aim
of obtaining: (i) higher fidelity recombination (as the original
procedure was introducing both mutations and recombination),
(ii) better control over the number and position of crossovers,
(iii) recombination independent from sequence homology
in order to mimic different kinds of naturally occurring
recombination, and (iv) easier and faster protocols.
In vitro recombination experiments can start from two
(pairwise) or multiple ( pool-wise) parental sequences with
either high, low or no sequence homology (figure 3c). When
homology is high, the procedure resembles the natural process
of homologous recombination (figure 2b). Methods such as
DNA shuffling, StEP, family shuffling or RACHITT simulate
homologous recombination and thus largely preserve gene
structure in the recombinants. If there is little or no sequence
homology (e.g. SHIPREC [41], ITCHY [42], NRR [43]), the
process is similar to naturally occurring non-homologous
recombination, such as during the horizontal transfer of
new genes or the non-homologous DNA end joining used
by eukaryotic cells for repairing DNA breaks [44]. Those
recombination methods permit shuffling of disparate gene
elements. In this regard, it is important to consider that
virtually all evolution of sex theories only deal with homologous recombination, despite the frequent occurrence of
non-homologous recombination in nature. Moreover, DNA
shuffling can be performed with a controlled number of
crossing overs, ranging from a single to several (either in a
homologous or non-homologous fashion), simply by varying
the experimental conditions.
In conclusion, virtually all forms of recombination occurring in nature can be performed in controlled ways in
directed evolution experiments (figure 2a). These methods
have been shown to be effective in evolving new functions.
However, recombination has not been systematically compared with asexual protocols (e.g. epPCR) in order to test
for benefits of recombination, let alone to test population genetic theory on the advantages of sex. Indeed, there are very
few studies that have directly compared asexual and sexual
evolution protocols.
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Table 1. Directed evolution experiments using in vitro recombination protocols. Only studies which compare the beneﬁts of sex and recombination with asexual evolution, are reported.
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Indeed, even though recombination is often assumed to be a
mode of reproduction that evolved long after asexual life
forms, it is possible that it was instead an evolutionary development as ancient as the origins of life itself [62,76,86]. At the
molecular level, recombination is effectively the transfer of
energetically equivalent chemical moieties from one substrate
to another. As this can proceed with very little free energy
change, it is a facile reaction that can occur with a variety
of prebiotically relevant polymers (nucleic acids, polypeptides and lipids) under a wide range of environmental
conditions. Consequently, the utility of such reactions in promoting informational diversity at the precipice of life could
have been extreme. In addition, there have been laboratory
demonstrations, at least with RNA, that recombination can
be effective in creating new, and potentially self-reproducing,
sets of molecules [79,86,87]. It is of course conceivable that
life might have evolved without recombination at the
outset, but Occam’s razor would suggest that its prevalence
today is an indication of its existence at the outset.

7. What can we learn from in vitro evolution
experiments?
Typically, in directed evolution studies, researchers are only
interested in the best variants that are selected and often
ignore the evolutionary paths taken by the evolving biomacromolecules. Although directed evolution experiments
illustrate the power of recombination in its various forms
and identify molecules with novel properties, they have not
been designed to examine the evolutionary significance of
recombination: if and when recombination accelerates the
production of better-adapted genotypes relative to asexual
evolution. Another limitation of existing in vitro recombination studies is that often, limited conditions are explored.
Most experiments are designed to produce improved variants
in a continuous search uphill (even if some have combined
neutral drift and selection [88], and in vivo experiments have
sometimes found long-term adaptive benefits of such regimes
[89,90]). When strong selective pressures are applied, possible
recombination benefits apparent under weaker selection
pressure, when more rugged parts of the fitness landscape
may be traversed, are obscured.
According to Fisher’s fundamental theorem of natural
selection, the response to selection is proportional to the genetic
variation in fitness that is present in the breeding population
[91]. However, Fisher’s theorem assumes infinite population
size, and may not generally hold for finite populations, particularly on rugged landscapes. Two recent evolution experiments
with asexual bacterial populations of varying population size
[89] and population structure [90], suggest that conditions
leading to inefficient selection may sometimes provide adaptive benefits, which were ascribed to the ruggedness of the
fitness landscapes involved. Strong selection was found to
result in short-term adaptive benefits, as predicted by Fisher’s
theorem, but these immediate benefits were traded off against
longer-term disadvantages. Whether recombination benefits
on rugged fitness landscapes are apparent under conditions
of maximal selection, as assumed by Fisher’s theorem, or
rather under more modest selective pressures, is not known.

7
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It is of interest to note that the crossover, the essence of sexual
recombination and a presumably complex behavior, actually
occurs in naked DNA. Since sexuality appears to be a behavior

that is inherent in the building blocks, recombination and sexuality are probably as old as DNA itself. [35].
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highlighted [56–58]. Ever since the pioneering work of Spiegelman [59] and the discovery of the catalytic potential of RNA
[60,61], a plethora of nucleic acids with new or improved binding and catalytic properties has been discovered through
laboratory evolution, mostly by iterative mutation selection protocols. However, most of the work on RNA has been relegated to
the experimental validation of the ‘RNA world’ hypothesis in
the context of the origin of life [62]. A few studies used in vitro
recombination of nucleic acids, both homologous [51,63,64]
and non-homologous recombination [65–68], mediated by
DNA shuffling either at the DNA level or directly catalysed
by RNA [69–71].
In some of these studies, benefits of recombination have
been observed. For example, several in vitro evolution attempts
to improve the activity of an RNA polymerase ribozyme [72]
resulted in relatively modest gains [73]. This led some to speculate that the ribozyme occupied a fitness maximum in sequence
space and therefore could not be further improved [57,74].
However, Holliger and co-workers [53] used StEP (homologous recombination) and succeeded in further improving it
(capable of synthesizing RNAs of up to 95 nucleotides in
length). In another study, Muller and co-workers [52] evolved
a trans-splicing variant of the group I intron ribozyme from
Tetrahymena over 21 cycles of in vitro evolution either by
epPCR or recombinative PCR (StEP) followed by selection in
E. coli cells. The results suggested that recombination played
an important role in removing deleterious mutations from
the evolving ribozyme population. Also, Liu and co-workers
[43] compared the effectiveness of non-homologous random
recombination (NRR) with that of epPCR in the evolution of
a DNA aptamer using identical starting sequences and selection conditions. They obtained an RNA aptamer with several
fold higher activity than the ones without recombination.
Their findings suggest that NRR evolves nucleic acids substantially more effectively than pure SELEX or SELEX combined
with epPCR [43].
Benefits for non-homologous recombination have no
asexual reference, but may still exist. For instance, in vitro evolution experiments have shown that the ligation and exchange
of RNA structural domains through recombination can generate
new functional RNAs [65,75]. Non-enzymatic non-homologous
recombination of RNA can also be a powerful way to rapidly
promote oligomer diversity [76,77], complexity [65,78] and
new functionality [79]. The non-homologous recombination of
preformed, short modular elements is a relevant mechanism
for the natural evolution of RNA, as observed in current functional RNA molecules [80], viroids [81], and RNA virus
genomes [82]. Moreover, it is important to mention that RNA
has been reported to be prone to enzymatic-free recombination
[64,67,83,84]. Most probably, mutation and recombination
together constituted the basic evolutionary mechanisms allowing the appearance of RNA variants further selectable and
replicable in a progressively successful RNA world [85]. This
holds especially true when considering that primordial genomes had the necessity to acquire substantial length and to
escape from Muller’s ratchet and consequent error catastrophes
caused by the very low fidelity of prebiotic RNA replication.
These observations suggest that recombination is probably
older than LUCA (last universal common ancestor) and hence
of life as we know it. As initially noted by Stemmer:
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New technologies such as next generation sequencing (NGS)
are turning Darwinian engineers into ‘evolutionary biochemists’, with the ability to analyse high-resolution experimental
fitness landscapes [92]. NGS is being exploited to determine
frequency changes of microbes expressing different alleles
from mutant libraries in bulk fitness assays. When such analyses are performed on systematically produced mutant
libraries containing all individual mutations across entire
genes, full information about the local fitness landscape is
obtained. Some of these analyses have already shown how
complex experimental fitness landscapes can be [6,93].
So far none of these studies involve recombination, but
the combination of directed evolution experiments with and
without in vitro recombination with the bulk analysis of their fitness holds promise to shed light also on the paradox of the
evolution of recombination. In vitro recombination studies provide two clear advantages for studying the evolutionary
significance of recombination relative to other approaches.
First, the relative role of mutation and recombination can be
compared under tightly controlled conditions, including a
wide range of mutation and recombination rates. This allows
for the detection of small effects of recombination, as well as a
systematic comparison of mutation and recombination-based
evolution schemes, mimicking different evolutionary timescales. Second, observed recombination benefits can be
correlated with information about the fitness landscape, by
reconstructing relevant parts of it, possibly followed by replay
evolution experiments to test new hypotheses about the role
of certain genotypes or conditions in the originally observed
effects [94].
In vitro studies with proteins form a well-established playground for evolutionary biochemists, although naked nucleic
acids are also a good target for studying recombination benefits
in conjunction with the fitness landscape. Model systems such
as antibiotic resistance enzymes (e.g. TEM b-lactamase [95])
and RNA aptamers (e.g. GTP binding aptamer [93]), which
have been experimentally characterized to have complex fitness landscapes, represent good candidates for such studies,
because their key properties are characterized relatively easily.
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The extreme experimental control of evolutionary parameters
and conditions allowed by the approach of laboratorydirected evolution provides substantial promise for future
in vitro studies of the benefits of recombination. Given the
limitless abilities to manipulate mutation rates, such studies
will allow the detection of possible adaptive recombination
benefits across different timescales. Moreover, the approach
of directed evolution will make it possible to vary the rate
and position of crossovers in order to examine the influence
of genetic architecture. Crucially also, observed recombination effects can be correlated with the topography of the
local fitness landscape to examine the origin of linkage
disequilibria underlying observed effects.
Technological improvements will enhance further possibilities with directed evolution to study evolutionary benefits of
sex and recombination. For example, further improvement of
sequencing technologies may increase the maximum length
of single sequences that can be analysed as haplotypes,
which is essential for detecting recombination in genes of typical sequence length. Another limitation is imposed by the size
of combinatorial libraries that can be generated for the exploration of sequence space. Presently, relatively small sequence
spaces can be investigated, which severely limits the region
of the fitness landscape that can be analysed. The scale at
which fitness landscapes can be investigated is not only limited
by restrictions in generating mutants, but also in analysing
their fitness. However, rapidly developing microfluidic and
millifluidic [96,97] technologies and decreasing sequencing
costs hold the promise for much higher throughput fitness
assays in the near future.
One of the possible limitations in the in vitro study of
recombination is represented by the mutagenic nature of
some recombination methods. Improvements have been
made [98], but further efforts are needed in order to minimize
mutagenic effects of DNA shuffling methods. Another future
goal will be to move from the study of a single, monomeric
gene with a single function to more complex allosteric proteins
and small genetic networks and operons to study the benefit of
recombination in increasingly complex, yet also more biologically interesting systems. Finally, existing theories on sex
consider only effects from homologous recombination, while
non-homologous recombination occurs frequently in nature.
It would be very informative to use the same pipeline we are
proposing for comparing the effect of homologous versus
non-homologous recombination, in similarly controlled ways
(e.g. using the same mutant library).
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